
Art Integration into Content Areas  
Prepared by Frank Juarez, art department chair

School years: Year One: 2014-2015, Year Two: 2015-2016, and Year Three: 2016-2017, 
Year Four: 2017-2018, Year Five: 2018-2019  

Below is a list of art education ideas integrated into various content areas at Sheboygan 
North High School through the art department as well as through our Artist in Residence 
Program. Projects took place during September 2014 through January 2019. 

• Mrs . Belongie’s CAPP Composition class: Reconstructed Template project
• Mr. McGoldrick’s Language Arts  class: advised on "street art" projects for his Western 

Civilization classes
• Dr. Michel’s History class: Mind Maps of Africa and indigenous tribes, drawing exercises
• Mr Soik's Humanities I  class:  three different art projects with his Honors Humanities 

class (in tandem with books they were reading at the time), collages
• Ms. Belongie's English class: graphic novels
• Mr. Juarez’s Portfolio class - critique with art students and their altered books
• Chemistry Club - solar printing and tie dye 
• Mr. Soik’s Honors Humanities II class - creative projects to communicate their learning 

about Roman civilization. 
• Mrs. Reinemann’s Chemistry class -  projects to explore color and their mineral origins 

such as the study of Cyanotypes.
• Mrs. Diven’s Broadcasting - collages
• Mrs. Cesario’s CBD Class - sun catchers & mural
• Mr. Flynn’s Spanish class - autobiographical trees of life
• Mrs. McGoldrick’s History class - 70’s poster design
• Mrs. Belongie’s CAPP Composition class - blackout poems
• Mrs. Stenz’s Interior Design class - color theory
• Mr. Juarez & Mrs. Mattern’s Art Club - clay impressions
• Mr. Kiel’s Tech Ed class - 2-D drawings into 3-D objects



Teacher input on art integration in content areas
2014 - 2018

• Mrs. Belongie’s class creates a project that married the theme of the American Dream with 
visual art. Kim shared her art with both of my CAPP Composition sections this semester. 
She explained her inspiration for the pieces to serve as a model for the work my students 
would be creating with her. The project was titled:  Reconstructed Template Poetry and the 
students created poetry using pieces of their writings from this semester, clippings from 
magazines,  and  the  templates  Kim  created.  Their  goal  was  to  create  a  reconstructed 
template poem that highlights their future aspirations. It was great working with Kim. She 
was eager to collaborate, and I love that she took the time to create a piece for our project to 
model for the students. She was prepared with templates of her own creation, art tool, and 
specialized  paper  for  the  students  to  use.  Kim  was  committed  to  the  work  with  the 
students. 

• Mr. Michels’s class created a mind map for Afro-Asian. Working with Kim allowed new 
ideas to flow and her ideas very inspiring. 

• Ms. Cesarios’s class of 8 significantly/severe Intellectually Disabled students had 
the pleasure of working along side Erica Huntzinger this past semester (FA2016).  
Erica was a welcomed addition to our self-contained classroom. Her energy, ability 
to  work  alongside  students  with  multiple  learning  styles,  and  engagement  was 
commendable.  The students made a new adult friend and had the opportunity to 
work with different art media which was indeed a skill building experience.  The 
project was a hallway bulletin board with a winter theme.  It is beautiful and the 
student took ownership in the project.   Erica is one very special  individual who 
made a difference to many.

• Ms. Cavanaugh, Social Studies teacher, has been working collaboratively with the 
Art Department for many years, and have integrated many aspects of the visual arts 
into my ninth grade class,  which is called African Asian World.  The visual arts 
provides an in-depth way for students to present their understandings of " social 2
studies content.  Arts enhance creative thought and problem-solving abilities.   They 
allow students to achieve the highest levels of Blooms taxonomy, and provide very 
real support for writing, as well.

Congo Cosmogram
Students learn of the West African World view, and the many symbolic ways in 
which this world view is represented in African Culture.  Students then use 



their understanding, along with symbols (shells, feathers, circle, cross, iron, tree, 
glass, etc.) to create their own unique cosmogram.  These can be two or three 
dimensional.  Students then are able to identify the artifacts, and significance, of 
cosmogram representations in African American culture.

Asian Meditative Landscape Painting
After  learning  of  Hinduism  and  Buddhism,  students  practice  breathing 
meditation for several months.  Near the end of the school year the go out into 
the school courtyard and create landscape paintings as a form of meditation.  
Many students discover for the first time, that they can paint.  It is a very self-
actualizing experience, and serve as a high-level conclusion to what they have 
been learning of Asian philosophies.

Mind Mapping Major Units
After  very  complicated  units,  such  as  one  on  non-violent  direct  action  that 
begins with Gandhi,  and includes Henry David Thoreau and Martin Luther 
King, Jr., students create elaborate mind maps to show their understanding of 
key concepts and relationships between people, ideas, and events.  The mind 
map must be roughly half text and half illustration.  Students are often very 
hesitant about the artistic aspect to this project.  The Resident Artist spent quite 
a bit of time working with students on this project, and demonstrated alternate 
methods of visual representation, such as the use of collage.  The mind map is 
the  single  most  powerful  tool  in  helping  students  to  grasp  and  internalize 
complicated topics.

Hindu Love Day Cards
Students  design and create  Love Day cards for  am Indian market  that  uses 
culturally  appropriate  images  and  messages.   They  also  write  a  marketing 
proposal  to  go  along with  the  card.   This  is  a  real-life  way for  students  to 
express their understanding of Hindu culture.

Rain Haiku
After learning about the monsoon climate in India, students contemplate their 
own reaction s to rain; in different seasons and different circumstances.  They 
then  compose  a  rain  haiku  and  place  it  with  a  rain  drawing  of  their  own 
creation.   This  is  part  of  a  deeper reflection of  the relationship between the 
environment and human cultures and experiences.

• Mrs. Flynn, Spanish teacher, came up with the idea of an autobiographical Tree of 
Life and asked the artist in residence to come up with a way they could make them 



in the classroom. Students created 3D found objects version we could do on paper. 
Artist in residence helped make the idea become reality. Students kept their projects.

• Mrs. Cesario’s class and the AiR have been working on a multi stage 24 x 5 foot 
winter mural: they drew, used watercolor on top and glued snow like things to the 
surface like an abstract beautiful winter landscape.  The students in this class are 
also in a collaborative project with some of the engineering/technology students in 
Mr.Kiel's classroom.

• Mr. Kiel and AiR brainstormed an idea to have students in 2 separate special needs 
classrooms create a drawing using crayon, markers or dot markers and give them to 
the engineering students to transform the images into 3D drawings. They hoped to 
show the work side by side and have the students meet each other as well. 

• Mr. Soik has used the North High Artist in Residence (AiR) to help brainstorm the 
fringes of major subjects of the summative papers in Honors Humanities (a senior 
language arts honors elective).  

The typical integration of the artist in residence is that he/she regularly attends 
our class (usually once/week) so he/she is aware of the content and angles that 
the students are most interested in.   Often I  share reading selections,  lesson 
plans, and other assignments with the artist in residence.  

Each unit in Humanities concludes with a major, formal academic paper.  The 
AiR helps me integrate the visual arts into an otherwise traditional reading/
writing class. 

We create an "ArtPlosion" creative product to brainstorm/pre-write the major 
academic papers.  In a matter of just a few class periods, the students come up 
with a core idea that grabbed them about the content and literature of the unit, 
which is also likely to be the core of the content of their summative papers. The 
AiR helps the kids execute a visual art project that helps the kids explore the 
nuances of that subject and explore original angles on it for integration into the 
major papers. We conclude ArtPlosion efforts by sharing basic realizations and 
results in classroom discussions and the class discussion posts on Haiku.

Prewriting, drafting and publishing the major papers immediately follows the 
ArtPlosion efforts.



Students worked on individual art creations that related to the works they were 
reading and focused on for the semester. The class also had multiple visits to 
the AiR’s studio to work on projects, utilize available material, brainstorm and 
connect.  AiR assisted in the class when help was needed. There is a book that is 
in the making that will be complete at the end of the year with images, quotes, 
art pieces connected to their year's learning. It hopefully will have 2 pages per 
student  and will  be  an available  book for  future  humanities  students  as  an 
inspirational learning tool as well as an interesting process to read and view.

Below is a list of projects that were initiated, but never realized due to timing. 

Special Ed drawings converted into 3-dimensional works of art using 3D printing (Mr.    
Kiel)

Ideas to be revisited with future AiR artists

Inviting AiR artist to facilitate an art activity with the Art Club. 

Student input  

I am writing this acknowledgement on behalf of Sheboygan North High School’s fifth hour 
Honors Humanities class. As seniors wanting to learn about the human experience, it comes 
without question that we needed someone with wonderful ideas and suggestions to help 
make our class successful while keeping us motivated throughout our final year at North 
other than Mr. Soik. During first semester we added a piece to the puzzle by inviting North’s 
artist in residence to join our classroom. 

When Mr. Soik first introduced us to Erica, she seemed like a shy lady who would be filling up 
a desk in the room once in awhile. Little did I know she was anything but that when she 
started to tell us her story. Erica spoke in a tone that was from the heart. Going through her 
powerpoint biography, Erica described to us her successes and failures that shaped the artist 
she is today. It was in that powerpoint where Erica revealed pieces of artwork that were truly 
jaw dropping. The craftsmanship and time put into those pieces of work is a true gift. Many 
would dream to create pieces of art that match those with Erica’s signature on them. 
However, one lesson that Erica taught us on the first day was that every piece of art is 
uniquely and inherently different, and every piece has a different story. In that sense, within 
Erica’s lesson, I learned that no matter one’s artistic ability,  art is simply art. Art comes in 
many forms. Art is passion. Art tells a story. Art expresses feelings within. Art is meant to 
disturb. These are just a few of many words of wisdom Erica engraved in our minds. 



Erica was called in our room to help us create a legacy in the form of pictures. For everything 
we discussed and examined, it was our duty to run our ideas across to Erica so she could 
help us make a draft for our class’s major piece of artwork that will be posted on a wall in Mr. 
Soik’s classroom for future classes to admire. Besides the entire group’s piece of art, we also 
created spontaneous art pieces on our own throughout the semester with the same goals in 
mind; to express ourselves and show what we learned.  Erica was kind enough to let us 
utilize her art supplies so we could be successful for these assignments.

Other than drawing pictures for us, Erica passionately took time out of her busy schedule to 
read works such as Feed and Gilgamesh to get a better understanding as to what we were 
tackling. As a result, she chimed in on class discussions and gave her input on how pieces of 
these works tied into the humanities. We ultimately used many of her ideas to construct 
common principles in our world how we saw fit. We will be integrating these principles within 
our large group art project at the end of the year. Without her commentary, our ideas and 
thoughts would have been weaker and less complex, the opposite of what they are today. 

It is rare to find a person who truly puts one hundred percent thought and effort into what they 
do. Erica displays a sense of creativity, elegance, uniqueness and an uplifting attitude 
through her style of relaying information to others. These are all attributes of a true artist. 

North is lucky to have such a passionate and charismatic art resident occupying a room in the 
building. 

Sincerely, 

Lucas Scharrer 
North High Senior
Class of 2017

Poems by Chloe Nyquist, class of 
2022 . 

In response to the work of Kim Nugent, 
Fall 2018 artist-in-resident.

January 10, 2019



Feathered Flyers 

We are the birds 
Our noises are heard  
Our wings flap wildly 
We want to be noticed. 
But we don’t want you to get too close  
Because the ones you love will hurt you the most 
We long for attention, love, anything worth a mention The fear we hold so deep deserves 
much more attention We are the birds 
So high in the sky 
We long for the love  
We are so often denied 

The Beast Behind The Man 

A man, a monster, a beast 
Skin, bones, and tears so he can weep  
A thought, a prayer, a breath  
He always leaves out all the rest 
His face freshly shaven with a smile on his lips 
The lady he holds gives him a sweet soft kiss 
His personality so bright and shiny 
It’s all just silver lining  
The beast hides behind the man  
Will we know what he thinks? We never can. 
A deep and dark secret 
Nobody else knows, and he will keep it. 
A man, a monster, a beast 
The lives we hold so tightly will never stay in one piece 

Poems by Kaitlyn Becker, class of 2019. In response to the work of Kim Nugent, Fall 2018 
artist-in-resident.

Life Lessons



Get is straight
I ain’t got time for any of your hate
Get here before the bell-
and don’t be late!

‘Cause this school’s got
Something that’s hot-
It’s got life lessons- take your shot.

Bird’s Words

Migration
Flocktation
Immigration
Birds of a feather
flock together.

Target

Target
Large it
Marge it
Or not
You have one shot
You can take it or not
Hear them
See them
Living and Breathing
Reminding us of the target
of our dreams.

Mix em up

91
21
12



19
19
11
12
21
29
21
21
29
91
92
91
4 Numbers
16 Variations
6 Types
It’s a sailor’s mix-up

Contact Information:  
 
Frank Juarez
Sheboygan North High School
Art Department Chair
fjuarez@sasd.net 


